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I’d definitely recommend Kainos Smart … it has helped us reduce testing time and labour, 
mitigate that regression testing knowledge gap, and reduce our security risks.

Luluah Safri – Director of HR Operations
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WANT TO KNOW HOW KAINOS SMART ALSO IMPROVED BENTLEY’S  
WORKDAY UPDATE TESTING AND COMPLIANCE AUDITS?

The Impact of Kainos Smart  
With the clock ticking on their legacy ERP’s expiration and limited resources available to drive their full transition 

to Workday, Bentley University wanted an automated testing solution that would free up their staff to deliver the 

future roadmap on time; give them confidence in the quality, breadth and depth of their testing coverage; and 

safeguard their configuration as their Workday usage grew and they extended administrative privileges.

Since adopting Kainos Smart in March 2017, Bentley has successfully deployed Workday Finance, Recruiting, and 

Student—with Smart’s automation both freeing up staff to focus on those critical deployment responsibilities and 

quickly flagging issues in the existing configuration caused by the rollouts. Regression testing coverage during 

Workday’s bi-annual updates has increased by over 7000%, while the test staff needed for regression testing 

reduced to a single member of staff. Additionally, Bentley now regression tests their own changes and Workday’s 

weekly releases on a weekly basis, bringing their annual test execution to more than 22K tests per year.

Confidence in security, control and compliance
Like many Workday customers, Bentley is subject to a host of compliance requirements. Smart’s features and 

functionality help them certify that they’re meeting their responsibilities around governance, risk management 

and internal controls. 

“Smart gives me the confidence to know that things are working as they should,” says Pamela, “especially for 

our Workday security where it seems like we're always tweaking settings week to week, because unintended 

consequences sometimes appear. For example, early in our use of Smart, our security test pack flagged that  

our Academic Partner role had been given more access to personal information than it should have—which  

is a data protection issue. Smart caught that issue before we did, allowing me to contact HR, explain the 

repercussions of the change and work together on a fix before it reached our production tenant.

“I just love the product and the company,” says Pamela. “They’re constantly improving Smart and the customer 

support is outstanding. I never feel like I’m on my own because I have this solid team behind me who has  

my back. So many vendors just don't provide that level of service. I wouldn’t even consider looking anywhere 

else for Workday test automation.” 

Immediate value and continual catches
“When we first introduced our Smart Security test packs we were also in the middle of deploying Workday 

Finance to production,” says Pamela Sherman, Senior Database Support Analyst at Bentley who single-handedly 

executed Smart’s automated test packs for 12 months. “New security groups were being added by the Finance 

team and domains were changing. Our security test pack immediately flagged differences between our sandbox 

tenant with our current configuration and our implementation tenant. The Finance and HR teams were wowed 

when I contacted them saying ‘I’ve just spotted these five changes to our previous security settings. Were these  

all intentional?’”
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